‘APLICATION OF COLOUR CONTRASTS IN PAINTING’
Instructor: Dominik J. Modlinski
Intermediate to advanced
2 days – ZOOM CLASS

October 15th and 16th
10am – 3:30pm PST
The workshop is aimed for beginner and intermediate
artists who wish to expand their knowledge of colour
theory using either oil and acrylic painting techniques
while enhancing their perception and creative
visualization. Dominik will address the principles of colour
theory using just three primary colours that strengthen
students’ understanding of correct colour ratios and
principles of colour contrasts. The simplicity of this
approach will give students the freedom and
understanding of colour mixing, which leads to
harmonious and successful paintings.
 During the course of the workshop Dominik will
demonstrate how to mix unlimited colour hues using
colour contrasts principles. There will be emphasis of
the economy of brush movements to keep colours
clean and saturated while traveling from one hue to
another.
 Together colour contrasts constitute the fundamental
resource of colour design, either in stand-alone or

dynamic duos combinations. Each colour contrast is
unique in character and in its visual and expressive
effect. Understanding each colour contrast creates
unlimited creative opportunities both in design and
symbolic aspect of painting.
 The aim of this workshop to inspire students to
compose artwork based on strong colour contrast
choices which are carried diligently throughout
creative process resulting in bold and colorful works
of art.
 Students will leave the workshop with many colour
theory exercises charts, which then, they can display
in their studio for quick reference.
This class will be delivered via video conference Zoom
app. Please make sure you download the app prior the
time of the workshop and that you are familiar with its
functions. As a participant you will require camera and
microphone-enabled computer, laptop or smartphone. If
you are new to the app please open the link 30 min. prior
the starting time so you have time to make sure everything
works properly.
- After the workshop, Colour Contrasts Theory video
recap will be emailed to you.

